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BGSU Teacher
For 30 Years
Dies In Omaha
Word has been received that Miss
Caroline Nielsen, professor emeritus of foreign language at the
University, died of a heart attack
in an Omaha hospital, Hay 6. Last
summer, she had rented her home
at 126 S. College Dr. and returned
to her girlhood home in Omaha to
live.
She joined the faculty in 1918,
when the University was a Normal
College.
After
serving as chairman of the foreign
language
department for
several
years,
she retired in
June. 1948.
Retirement did
not
end
her
teaching career.
She afterward
was
contacted
NIELSEN
by the president
of Union University, Jackson,
Tenn., where there was a shortage
of foreign language teachers. Miss
Nielsen accepted the offer and
taught in the college for several
years. When she returned to Bowling Green to live, she tutored foreign language students.
She spoke French, German,
Spanish, and the Scandinavian
languages fluently and was also a
l.atm scholar. She received her
degrees from the University of
Nebraska, University of Chicago,
and the University of Munich.
Miss Nielsen was a member of
Phi Beta Kappa, scholarship honor
society; secretary of the Bowling
Green chapter of American As
si.iiatii.il of University Professors;
an officer in the Classical Conference of Ohio and the Modern Language Association; national counselor of Sigma Pi Rho, Latin
society; and chapter adviser of
Alpha Phi sorority, the former
Seven Sisters, which she helped
to organize.
Funeral services and burial were
in Nebraska.

US Army Officials
To Hold Inspection
Of ROTC Program
Kiu'hl months of concentrated
military instruction will be brought
to a climax tomorrow, when a select team of United States Army
officers visits the University to
conduct the Annual ROTC Federal
Inspection, acording to Lt Col.
Harold Broudy, professor of military science and tactics.
President of the inspection board
will be Col. Kenneth A. Cunin, of
the ROTC staff at Ohio State University. He will be assisted by
Maj. Lucius F. Wright Jr., Xavier
University; Capt. Louis T. D'Avanxo. University of Akron; M/Sgt.
Clayton A. Knepley, Ohio State;
and M/Sgt. Harry S. Roush, 20
US Army Corps.
A survey of classroom procedures
will be made tomorrow morning.
Thirty-five minutes of each period
will be spent in observing teaching
techniques and the remaining IB
minutes will be devoted to crossexamination of the cadets on material which they have covered
throughout the year. One section
of each of the four classes will be
so inspected during the course of
the morning.
Colonel Cunin will hold a conference with Lt. Col. Broudy to
determine the efficiency of the
administratative supply, and maintenance functions. He will then
meet with Pres. Ralph W. Mc
Donald to discuss current relationships between the ROTC unit and
the University.
At 1 p.m.. a review of the entire
cadet corps will be staged in the
area north of the Fine Arts Bldg.
All persons are invited to attend
the review.
Members of the official reviewing party will include President
McDonald, Col. Cunin, Lt Col.
Broudy, and Col. Robert E. Toxier,
cadet Battle Ooup commander.
The purpose of this inspection,
according to Lt. Col. Broudy, is
to determine the effectiveness of
the ROTC program at the University. As such, it will be compared
to other units throughout the
states of Ohio, Kentucky, and
West Virginia.

Band Will Present
Open Air Concert
The University Symphonic Band
will initiate its sixth annual open
air concert season tomorrow at
7:30 p.m. The concert will be held
in the University Amphitheater
behind the Union.
Roy J. Weger, director of the
band, said, "These concerts are informal come-as-you-are affairs,
featuring music designed for all
ages. It is music that everyone
should enjoy."
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Men Students To Vote On Ratification
Of AMS Charter At May 21 Election
Les Elgart Orchestra To Play At LI-A Prom;

Iy LARRY SCHM1TH
At the May 21 elections,
men students will vote on the
ratification of the constitution of the proposed Association of Men Students.

Sarah Vaughan, Rhythm Kings Friday Feature
BHM

By LARRY COFFMAN
The extremely popular Lea
Elgrart Orchestra will appear
at the Annual University-Anniversary
Prom,
Saturday
night. May 23, in the Grand
Ballroom of the Union. On the
preceding night, "The Divine
One," Sarah Vaughan will be featured vocalist at the Club Birdland Concert. Presented as an
nddrd attraction will be the Rhythm Kings, a fast-stepping tapdance trio of national reputation.
These announcements were made
recently by Dan Glynn, president
of the junior class and chairman
of the Spring Week End.
"Several unsuccessful attempts
have been made in the past to
bring the top-notch Elgart Orchestra to ihc University," commented (ilynn. "Realizing this fact
we feel fortunate in having signed the group and are confident
that its appearance will highlight the Week End activities."
Tlck.1.

Two Are Appointed
To Court Positions
Beginning Next Fall
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ELGART

VAUGHAN

Available

Tickets for the concert are
31.25 per person. Dance tickets
will be S2 per couple. These will
go on sale tomorrow, and may be
purchased between the hours of
10 a.m. and noon, and 2 and 4
p.m. at the Husiness Office on the
second flour of the Administration
Bldg. Tickets may also be obtained
at the Information Desk in the
Union between the hours of 9
a.m. and noon, and 1 and 4 p.m.
The U-A Prom will begin at '.'
p.m. Saturday, and will include
a specially arranged intermission
show highlighted by the presentation of the 1959 May Queen and
her attendants.
□qon Started Young
Trumpeter Elgart was born in
New Haven, Conn., studied music
as a child and began his career
while still in his teens, playing
with the late, great Bunny Berigan. A tour with the Navy then
held him up for a time. Returning
from service, he joined the Woody
Herman band and later the Columbia Broadcasting System staff. It
was here that he had the idea of
organizing an orchestra and by
1951, this desire was realized.
The Elgart sound has become
known and admired in a remarkably short space of time. A hallmark of the band is its easy, unruffled treatment of swing numbers, applying a light easy beat and
considerable imagination in orchestration, which results in music
that is enjoyable both for dancing
and listening.
Many Favorite Albums
The group is best remembered
for its emminently satisfying and
successful collection entitled, "Sophisticated Swing." Other notable
and favorite Elgart albums include. "The Band of the Year,"
"Just One More Dance," "For
Dancers Only," and "The Dancing
Sound."
Due to the large crowd which is
expected for the Birdland Concert, Miss Vaughan will present
two shews Friday evening in the
Grand Ballroom of the Union.
The first will begin at 7 p.m. and
the second at 9:16. Immediately
following these appearances, she
will leave Bowling Green for New
York to fill an engagement at
Carnegie Hall, Saturday night.
Son? And Dose* Artists
The Rhythm Kings, also billed
for a dual appearance at the concert, are reputed to be master
song and tap-dance stylists. They
are best-known in the Chicago
area, but have worked extensively
in the major cities on the entertainment circuit

Prof Wins Scholarship
Dr. Raymond Yeager, assistant
professor of speech, was recently
awarded a scholarship by the Creative Education Foundation to attend the Creative Problem Solving
Institute at the University of
Buffalo from June 22 to 24.

RHYTHM KINGS

Ruskin Superb In Cyrano' Role;
Director, Cast's Work Commended
By DAVE MERTZ
Despite the fact that there arc
more than 40 other persons in the
cast, "Cyrano Dc Borgcrac" is a
one-man show, and the success
or failure of any production of the
play depends upon the ability of
the actor portraying Monsieur de
Bergcrac.
The University Theatre's production depended upon a relatively unfamiliar Broadway actor, but
he proved to be more than capable
or sufficient. Joseph Ruskin was
superb. His resounding voice, his
sense of the dramatic, the comic,
and the tragic situations, and his
obvious self-confidence perfectly
matched the characteristics that
any actor who has this role must
possess.
In addition to these innate
traits. Ruskin had attributes that
mark the experienced, professional
actor—a remarkable sense of timing, and the ability to voice a
wide range of expressions. These
were put to use successfully in
several scenes, making extraordinarily funny situations from what
seem only mildly comic ones when
the play is read.
An example of such scenes is
the one in Roxane's garden when
Cyrano is pretending to be Christian. Another is the scene in the
Hall when he gives Valvert an
array of insults that might have
been directed at himself concerning his nose, and another is the
moment in the Bakery when Cyrano becomes extremely flustered at
the thought of coming face-to-face
with Roxane. These three scenes
probably created the largest laughs
of the evening.
Another instance where Ruskin
proved to be adept was the scene
when Cyrano first admits his love
for Roxane to I.e Bret. At this
time, Cyrano must enact a quick
character change and reveal his
serious self. It has to be done
skillfully or Cyrano will seem unbelievable, and Ruskin did just
this—making the scene the most
touching one in the play.
Considering the fact that more
than 30 of the cast had never appeared in a major production on
campus. "Cyrano De Bergcrac"

deserves more praise, or rather
the director, Dr. Donald C. Kleckner, does. It is easy to see why
few directors choose to present
this play, because of the crowd
scenes, battle scenes, and others
that can be very ineffective with
out a professional cast. Dr. Kleckner deserved credit for even attempting to produce the play, but
now deserves praise for a gigantic
task superbly done.
The two student leads, Audeen
Matiscik as Roxane, and Bruce
Wagner as Christian, handled their
roles unusually well. At times,
however, Miss Matiscik seemed
to be too much of the flightly teenager who is in love with love,
instead of the refined young lady
worthy of Cyrano's undying devotion. She had matured surprisingly, both in actions and in outlook, at the end of the play,
though, and Miss Matiscik should
be congratulated upon her ability
to show that a person can change
greatly in 16 years. Wagner's good
looks were sharply contrasted with
Cyrano's features, and he never
(Continued on page 4)

dent Court Justices. They will
replace seniors Delight Thompson
and Cromer Smith, who will be
graduated in June.
The duties of the new members
will begin next semester. Carole
Smith, Hal Wassink, and Perry
Lanning, all junior Court members,
will retain their positions next
year. Today, the new Chief Justice
will be elected from these three
juniors, replacing Smith next semester.
Miss Winter is a sophomore
from Oak Harbor, majoring in elementary education. She is a counselor at Prout Hall and a member
of Alpha Phi sorority, in which
she will be Standards Chairman,
next semester. She is the corresponding secretary of the Association of Women Students.
Next year, Miss Winter will
hold the office of AWS second
vice-president. She is also a member of the Ohio Student Education Association and at present
has a 3.7 accumulative point averDimling is a first-semester
junior from Findlay and has a
double-major in math and general
business in the College of Liberal
Arts. He is a transfer student from
Purdue University, where he was
an engineering major. Dimling is
on the judicial board of the Interfraternity Council. He is a member of Sigma Chi fraternity and
was elected its president for the
fall semester. He Is a delegate
to Sigma Chl's Grand Chapter and
has a 3.6 accumulative point average.

Graves To Be Soloist
In Orchestra Concert
Guest soloist with the University
Symphony Orchestra in its concent
Sunday, May 17, will be Kay
Charles Graves, bass - baritone,
Prof. Seymour nonstock, the Orchestra's conductor, has annuonced.
This concert is being sponsored by
the University Artist Series, and
admission is free of charge.
Graves, a native Chicagoan, has
sung extensively throughout the
mid-west, including performances
at the Kalamozoo Bach Festival,
Rockford Choral Union at the University of Chicago, and the St.
Louis Bach Society. He recently
appeared as soloist with the Chicago Symphony in the Brahms
"Requiem," and this past season
was a member of the Lyric Opera
in Chicago, as well as a staff member at Bay View Summer College
in Michigan.

In drawing up the constitution for the Student Body Government, the framing committee, appointed by Pres. Ralph W. McDonald, found that a representative body for the men students
of Bowling Green was needed.
The committee feels that with
AMS, the Interfraternity Council,
the Association of Women Stu
dents, Panhellenic Council, and the
Student Body Government, that all
students will have a representative group in which to voice their
opinions, suggestions, and complaints.
Inttt Raaldtnc* Hall Council
Knowing that a men's representation group was needed, an interim body called the men's Interresidence Hall Council, was established. This group's purpose was
to study plans for an all men campus organization.
The Inter-residence Hall Council, after studying the problem
for a year, made its reeommendaTh« complain Constitution ol lh«
IropOMd Association ol Mtn Studsnts
Is prinnd la today's paper on the
tnswl paaa.
tions to a constitution - drafting
committee.
The constitution-drafting committee, appointed by Wallace W.
Taylor, dean of men, consisted
of Henry Adler, Richard Britner,
Dalo Haven, Dan Glynn, and Mike
Riggs.
Upon completion of the drafting. Henry Adler, committee chairman, presented it to Dean Taylor
and President McDonald. Both
approved the draft, and commended the committee on its work.
Dean Taylor feels that "the
ratification of this constitution
will definitely fill the gap in our
student government, and will supply the missing link in men's representation on our campus."
■•pmsnts All Man
The AMS will be a representative group for all men, whether in
a fraternity or not, and whether
living on or off campus.
The group, aside from being
an independent organization where
men students can take their problems, will also act as an advisory
committee to the Student Council.
The Inter-rcsldcncc Hall Council, which served as a testing
ground for the AMS, will now become one of its committees.
It should be noted that at its
conception, and until Bowling
Green has over a 4,000 male enrollmcn, the AMS will not exceed
a 40-man representation.
Chack-Balanc* Syiutm
The association can repeal any
of its previously passed rules, thus
permitting a check and balance
system. The Constitution of the
association offers ample opportunity to work out future legislation.
When speaking of this proposed
association and its Constitution.
Desn Taylor stated that he believed "it is in the best Interests
of the men tudents to have representation on campus, and I strongly urge every man to give this
proposal his very serious consideration."

Sjodahl Crowned Bike Race Queen
Marika Sjodahl, Delta Gamma,
was selected as the 1059 Delta Upsilon Bike Race Queen by Paul
Newman, star of the Broadway
hit "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof" and
the current movie "Rally 'Round
the Flag, Boys." Miss Sjodahl, an
exchange student from Sweden,
will reign over the ninth annual
bike race, Saturday, from 8 a.m. to
6 p.m.

SJODAHL

According to Fred Periy, chairman of the event, the race will be
held over iU regular 2.2-milc
coarse, which goes along Ridge St
to N. College, to Poe, to Yount, and
back on Ridge St to the starting
post
Before the actual running of the
race, DU's will hold a breakfast
with the Delta Gamma's. The

Queen will then lead a parade
through the campus.
Thirteen fraternity teams will
participate in the race, and the
team compiling the most number of
laps around the course in eight
hours will be the winner. Shortly
after the regular race, a speed lap
will be held, and a trophy will be
given to the fastest rider.
Seven trophies are given altogether—one for each of the first
three places, one for the Queen,
with a rotating trophy for her
sorority, and one for the speed-lap
rider, with a rotating trophy for
his fraternity.
Last year, Phi Delta Theta won
the race. The fraternity that wins
the most times over the ten-year
period will retain the trophy. The
ten-year period ends next year.

Editorially Speaking

Other Campi News

In Spring Our Fancy Turns...

Thoughts Now Turn To Spring With Floats, Queens, May Day

anyway. But in recent weeks residents of
Bowling Green have turned in complaints to
the Bowling Green city police of improper
conduct in cars, which is embarrassing to all
who must pass them. These complaints deserved attention, and the trouble had to be
stopped at its source. Therefore, it was asked
of all dating couples to remember that a good
reputation, of either an individual or group,
once ruined, is hard to regain.
There also have been rumors to the effect
that the University Police are bearing down,
and that additional men are being put on the
force to patrol the campus and surrounding
areas. This, according to Raymond Whittaker,

(This WMoctal wa wit tea by a member <H the
•Wff who 1. applrU*. fat lb» position of EdHer of th. papai.
Other candidate* editorials will lollow.l

Spring is in the air and BG students are
really in the swing of things, what with water
fights and picnics, but it seems that spring's
love bug has affected some students a little
too much for all concerned. Troupe and Manville Avenues and other spots around town
have gained a bad reputation, because students have used them for excessive displays
of affection, and if the excesses had not been
controlled, the reputation of all University
students would have been affected.
On April 22, Dean Currier issued a communication to the women of Founders Quadrangle asking them to use discretion in their
conduct during dates, and especially while
sitting in cars along the forementioned

director of the police, is not true. The campus
policemen are on duty at all times for the
student's protection and in accordance with
state laws. They will not bother any couples
in front of buildings or in cars whose conduct

avenues. This was followed up by a memorandum sent by Dean Taylor to the counselors
and head residents of all men's dormitories
explaining this situation to the men, in hopes
of abolishing any rumors that might have
started as a result of Dean Currier's message.
The University is not trying to stop all
kissing—it realizes that it couldn't be stopped,

'59 Debate Activity
At BGSU Declared
Highest In History
The University debate program
this year had the highest total of
students participating In the history of Bowling Green debate activities, according to Dr. Raymond
Ycagcr, assistant professor of
speech.
The 140 students traveled 9,086
miles to meet 63 colleges from 20
states in tournament competition.
Debaters took part in 184 rounds
of debate and spoke before 2,680
people.
Honors gained by the debate
teams during the past year included: undefeated at Calvin College, Mich.; second place at John
Carroll University; and the women placed fifth in the State Debate
Tournament.
Individual debaters received
the following recognition: Robert
Kinstle and Frederick Fernandez,
discussion (excellent); David Miller, extemporaneous speaking (excellent) ; Richard Hoffman, oral
interpretation
(excellent);
and
Robert Kinstle, after dinner speaking (excellent). In the women's
division, Judith Hepplewhite won
first place in impromptu reading
at the Ohio State Tournament,
while Janet Stash and Wanda
Chyenowcth were awarded first
and second place, respectively, in
prepared reading.
Also in tournaments, Emma
Thomas received second place
honors in the oratory division at
Ohio State, and Douglas Geary
finished second in the men's pre
pared reading contest. Wanda
Chynowcth and Richard Hoffman
both took third place in the state
in impromptu reading and oratory,
respectively. At the National PI
Kappa Delta convention held here
earlier this year, Peg Faie received
an excellent rating In tournament
debate.
This year Wanda Chynowcth is
one of two student representatives
to serve on the Council which is
the second time in the debate history at Bowling Green that a student has been chosen to the National Council of PiKD. Dr. Yeager
wan also elected to the National
Council and was recently elected
president of the Ohio Association
of the College Teachers of Speech.

segalls
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Come in

■y THELMA MADDEN
Spring at Bowling Green has finally sprung. All thoughts
are beginning to turn to those topics ignored the rest of the
year—like term papers due all too soon, final exams (after
12 more school days), grades, and GRADUATION for seniors.
A glance through the exchange papers is also another
clear indication of the arrival of spring. In nearly every paper
are headlines proclaiming May
His contention is that "A" students
Day, May Queen, and other typigenerally attend classes regularly
cal springish activities. On to the
anyway. Maybe they should follow
other campi newsy items of interBG'B footsteps and allow them to
est.
take more hours instead.
The senior class of Miami UniThe B-G NEWS office received
versity found itself somewhat lacktwo rather unusual papers this
ing in funds to purchase a senior week. One was from Greenwich
gift and have instigated a unique
Village; the other a Korean paper
program. A Senior Class Memorial from Seoul. The first contained
much literary comment, an article
Gift Fund has been set up where"How I Became a Pagan," and
by each senior purchases an indi- some interesting classified ads.
vidual 20-year insurance policy.
The Korean newspapers was
The fact amount of each policy is much like any American paper—
$216 with Miami U. as the bene- even carried "Peanuts."
ficary.
Caption from a cartoon in Uni-

is reasonable and proper.
The University actions were prompted
by two good motives—to protect the students'
good name and reputation and to help maintain good student-tewn relationships.
Carol Bredder

At the end of the 20 years the
policy is matured. A committee
of .-Indents headed by the class
officers will meet with members
of the administration and compile
a list of alternative gifts that the
class of 1959 would present to the
University with the funds accumulated from this endowment. Each
participant in the plan will receive
a free membership in the Alumni
Association each year they participate.

It Was
'as News Years Ago
Sept 22. IMS
Originally scheduled for competition this week, remodeling of
the newly-acquired Ivy Hall will
take from three to four moro
weeks, according to A. B. Conklin,
dean of students.
The two-story, former hatchery
building, located on Wooster St.
across from the southwest corner
of the campus, will be occupied by
the Theta Chi and Beta Sigma
fraternities, whose members are
now quartered temporarily in the
recreation hall.
Sept. 22.

1(41

Oldest alumna of the University,
Mrs. Lura W. Calin, died recently.
Mrs. Tallin was born in Crestline, Ohio, in 1861, died at the age
of 87, and has three surviving
children.
Sept. II. 1141
Excavations behind Fraternity
Row mark the site of the new Fine
Ails Bldg. which will be completed sometime next fall. In spite
of its name, the 14 rooms will
house only the art dept., according
to Will.iid F. Wankclman, assistant
professor of art.
Nov. 3. IMS
The B-G News, edited last year
by Dave Kroft, V-12 student who
left the University last week, has
received the second highest rating

possible from the Associated Collegiate Press, in "recognition of
its merit."
DM.

I. 1143

Ervin J. Kreischer, business
manager of the University since
1937, who is entering the Navy as
a lieutenant (j.g.), will be replaced by Herman Giescr, formerly
employed by the office of the State
Architect.

The front page of the Kent Stater lately has carried some startling news. The KSU IFC and Patillel adopted a resolution to bar
all fraternities and sororities from
rompeting in the Campus Day
float parade.

Oct. 12. 1MI

WRGU, the University radio
station, is once again in complete
operation. Sign-on is at 3:68 p.m.
and sign-off is at 9 p.m. During
its five hour broadcast day, live as
well as taped programs are presented.

The action was taken after two
sorority and six fraternity floats
has been censored by the office
of the Dean of Students. Some of
the floats censored had liquor
stills and outhouses on them. One
had two mice and a baby elephant
with the theme "They said it
couldn't be done." Another float
titled "The Pause That Refreshes"
planned a dog sitting between a
fire hydrant and Coke bottle.

Mooney Hall Residents
Given Birthday Party

Themes for the floates were to
be TV advertising commercials.

The residents of Mooney Hall
will celebrate their birthdays in a
unique manner. Thursday,_ The
tables in the dining room will be
arranged and decorated according
to the months of the year, and the
women will be seated according to
their birthday month. After the
spcciul dinner, the party will conclude with the singing of "Happy
Birthday" ... to everyone.

UNIVERSITY

Seems that Bowling Green is
-not the -only campus sporting
bearded men. The Partheon of
Marshall College in West Virginia
carried a feature article headed:
A Hair Railing Question: To Beard
Or Not To Beard. Maybe they arc
putting on Cyrano, too.

BOOK

STORE

ART PRINTS
BOOKS

Giant size color prints of famous paintings of Cezanne,
Van Gogh, Klee, Lautrec, Utrillo and others. Suitable
for framing. Authentic Bullc
fight Posters. $3 - $10 value.
* 1.00 each

AND ORDER YOUR CREPE
PAPER NOW FOR YOUR
SPRING WEEK END FLOAT

Plus Wonderful Mother Goose Color Print Portfolios containing 6 large prints. Ideal
$
elementary school visual aids.

1.00 each

Many Different SisM
and Colon

$

Plus Brush Stroke Prints Mounted.
HOT*

1.98 each

the winning float with

th* Finest Crap* Papa*
From • • •
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Sob Stork
Keith Sand.™
Harrlal Patois
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Aasl Sod.tr Meat
Stofl

Mike Riga*
Nancy Ceotoy
Mortis Schullei
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Official
Announcement
Students ill th* College of Business
Administration wishinq lo lake the
Typing Proficiency Examination this
semester will please report to th* Coltog* Office. 211 Administration Bid*;.. OB
or befor* May 11 Th* da* of th*
•nomination U May 21 at 4 pjn.

Teacher
Placement
May 11
Milan Mattes, superintendent of
schools,
Newton
Falls
Public
Schools, Newton Falls, interviewing
for English, science, math, art,
librarian and elementary.

On Campus

with

MaxShuJman

(fly Mr A ulhor if "Rail* Hound the Flag, Boys!" and,
"Barefoot Roy with Chut.")

ADVENTURES IN SOCIAL SCIENCE: NO. 3
Today, ranging again into the fascinating world of social science,
let us take up the subject of anthropology—the study of man
:iml his origins.
The origin of mnn was indeed a punk until the Frenrhmnn,
Jaan-Louil Sigafoos, discovered the skull and .-liinlxino of
Pithecanthropus Erectus in .liivn in 1801. What Sigafoos was
doing in .lava is, incidentally, quite an odd little story. Sigafoos
was a Parisian l>orn and bred. By day one could always find
him at a sidewalk cafe, sipping Imrloy water and ogling the.
girls; each night he went to a fashionable casino where he
gambled heavily at roulette and go-fish; in between times he
worked on his stamp collection, which was one of the largest
in Paris.

"Students with a 3.1 acum or
better should have unlimited cuts,"
declared an Ohio University prof.

Galitiuj all Student* and fyaculLf

Sale

versity of Minnesota DAILY reads:
When I first started here I dressed like everyone else—I didn't
want to conform—so I wore radical clothes—Now there's so many
non-comformits wearing radical
clothes that you're a conformist
if you dress like a non-conformist
or something like that.

UMIM

Books on all subjects. Tremendous savings—up to 80 per
cent. Brand new editions from leading publishers. Big selection. Originally published $2 - $15—now

Well sir, one summer Sigafoos lost his entire fortune gambling
at the casino. He wag seriously contemplating suicide when,
quite unexpectedly, a letter arrived from one Lotus Petal
McOinnis, a Javanese girl and an avid stamp collector, with
whom Sigafoos had been corresponding from time to time
through the international stamp collectors journal. Until now
the nature of their correspondence, though friendly, had been
strictly philatelic, but in this new letter Lotus Petal declared
that although she had never laid eyes on Sigafoos, she loved
him and wanted to marry him. She said she was eighteen years
old, beautiful and docile, and her father, the richest man in the
tribe, had agreed to give half his fortune to the husband of her
choice. Sigafoos, penniless and desperate, immediately booked
(tassage for Java.
The first sight of his prospective bride failed to delight Sigafoos. She was, as she said, lieautiful—but only by local standards. Sigafoos had serious doubts that her pointed scarlet teeth
and the chicken bones hanging from her ears would be considered chic along the Champs Elysees.
But sobering as was the sight of Lotus Petal, Sigafoos had
an even greater disappointment coming when he met her father.
'I'lic old gentleman was, as Lotus Petal claimed, the richest man
in the tribe, but, unfortunately, the medium of exchange in his
tribe was prune pits.
Sigafoos took one look at the mound of prune pits which was
Ins dowry, gnashed his teeth, and stomped off into the jungle,
Bwearing vilely and kicking at whatever lay in his path. Stomping thus, swearing thus, kicking thus, Sigafoos kicked over a
heap of old bones which —what do you know!—turned out to
be Pithecanthropus Erect us!
But I disgrcss. From the brutish Pithecanthropus, man
evolved slowly upward in intellect. By the Middle Paleolithic
period man had invented the leash, which was a remarkable
technical achievement, but frankly not particularly useful until
the Mesolithic period when man invented the dog.
In the Neolithic period came the most important discovery
in the history of man—the discovery- of agriculture. Why is this
so important? Because, good friends, without agriculture there
would be no tobacco, and without tobacco there would be no
Marlboro, and without Marlboro you would be without the
finest filter cigarette that money can buy, and I would be without a job.
lorn*', why.

$

1.00 to 7.95

Without tobacco aou would also be without Marlboro'* titter
cieerette. Philip Morrlt, a non-filter tmoke that can't be
beat. Philip Morrlt or Marlboro—pick your pleaturt.

Baseballers Win Two;
Initiate New Ball Field
Ron Blackledge's six runs batted
in mnd the effective hurling of Ed
Phillips and Wade Diefenthaler
paced the Falcons to twin wins
over Detroit Tech, Saturday, 7-2
and 3-2.
The Rimes initiated the new
baseball field near the Graphic
Arts Bide., and also pushed BG
over the .500 mark for the first
time this year.
All of the Falcon wins this year
have been turned in by Phillips
(3-0) and Diefenthaler (4-2).
The first tilt was never in doubt
after BG scored two runs in the
first inning without a single hit.
Larry Bradford opened with a
walk and advanced to second on
Jim Mason's sacrifice. Dick Kuzma
reached on a fielder's choice and
went to second when he and Bradford combined for a double steal
that sent Bradford home.
Kuzma then moved to third on
an error and scored on Blackledge's grounder.
Single tallies were added in the
second and third with the benefit
of some shoddy fielding by Tech.
who commitcd five errors in the
game.
The fourth inning saw Coach
Steller's nine erupt for their three
final tallies. Tom Minarcin singled
and moved to third when Tech's
shortstop booted Jim Mason's
grounder.
Kuzma was hit by a pitch to
load the sacks, but not for long as
Blackledge smashed a single to
left for two runs. Kuzma later
scored on an error by the second
baseman.
Phillips had a no-hitter going
for four innings, but Otis Manning led off with a home run in
the fifth to break the skein.
The whole offense in the second
tilt was Blackledge as the third
sacker blasted a three run homer
in the first.
Bradford was hit by a high, inside toss, Steinicke flied out, and

Thinclads Meet
Univ. Of Detroit
The limping Bowling Green Falcons travel to Detroit tomorrow
to engage the University of Detroit
in the last dual track meet of the
season.
The Falcons suffered a double
defeat at Central State, Wednesday, in that they lost the meet
and also may have lost the services
of Bernie Casey. Casey pulled a
muscle running in the 100-yard
dash and may he out for the season. It is questionable whether Or
not MAC high jump champion Walt
Killian will make the trip.
The loss of Casey is a telling
blow on the Falcons' up-coming
MAC rhances. Casey is undefeated in both hurdle events this season in dual meet competition and
has dropped only one 100-yard
dash contest, that by less than a
foot.

Kuzma walked. Carmen Stanza's
first pitch to Blackledge was a
beautiful fastball that want out
faster than it came in, over the
left-center field fence, to be exact.
Diefenthaler struck out seven
and walked just one, though he
was touched for seven well-scattered safeties .

Phi Delta Theta Wins IM Track Crown,Stadium Club Top Independent Team

Rackctmcn Split
Over Week End
The Bowling Green tennis squad
dropped an 8-1 decision to defending MAC champs Western Michigan, Saturday, after beating Ohio
University by an identical score,
Friday.
In the first singles against Ohio
U., Doug Ganim beat hard-hitting
Frank Hartman, 4-6, 6-1, and 6-1.
Ganim appeared to be much too
consistent and quick for the erratic Hartman.
Bob Colburn, after a set against
the pit-pat style of Pete Knight
had almost forced him to lose by
mistakes, finally settled down and
succumbed him. 8-6, 6-1. It was
Colburn's big game which sank
Knight.
Dick Abcle and Jim Scheel con
tinned the onslaught by defeating
Paul Gates and Bill Bowlus, respectively. Abele's scores were 6-3,
8 6. Scheel's were 6 4. 6-3.
Don Bcran and Jim Berger
made the singles a rout by winning their matches. Beran beat
Dirk F.mde, 6-0. 6 4, while Berger
defeated Earl Moats, 6-1, 9-7.
Ganim and Calhurn beat Hart
man and Gates in the first doubles,
6-4, 11-7. In the second doubles,
Abele and Scheel heat Knight and
Moats. 6-3, 6 1. Bowlus and Emdc
averted the shutout by beating
Bob Miller and Beran, 6-1, 4-6,
and 6 1.
After the victory at homo, the
netters traveled to Kalamazoo and
managed only to salvage the first
doubles, losing 8-1.
John Cook, Western Michigan's
defending MAC first singles champion, got a score from Doug Ganim
before finally subduing him, 3 6.
6-1, and 6-1.
Colburn was beaten by Doug
Poort, 6-0, and 6-1 in the second
singles.
Fred Zuidema beat Abele in the
third singles, 6-1, and 6-4, while
Scheel was losing to Kent Miller,
6-2. and 6-2. Beran and Berger
dropped the fifth and sixth singles,
respectively, losing to John Moore
and Jim Morris. Beran's scores
were 6-1, 6-2. while Berger's were
0-1. 6-4.
Cnlhurn and Ganim beat Cook
and Poort in the first doubles,
l-fi, 6 3, and 7-5, in a long hardfought contest.
Zuidema and Miller heat Ahelc
and Scheel in two sets, 7-5, and
ll-S. Moore and Morris made the
third doubles a Western Michigan
success by beating Berger and
Beran, 6 2, and 6-3.

THE INTRAMURAL TRACK and Field Meet Thursday e»enlnq. saw Phi
Delta Theta recapture the fraternity division nil* with 31W points. Stadium Club
captured the crown in the Independent division.

Linksmen Get Revenge,Down Redskins 18)6-6)6
Coach Forrest Treason's linksmen gained sweet revenge over the
Redskins of Miami, Saturday, as
they downed the visitors, is'..
6K, at the Bowling Green Country
Club.

Miami's medalist was lioli Dice
who turned in a !I7-3'J-7C. The
other Falcons turned in improved
performances that all were under
80.

Harold Warren led the drive
with his best score of the year,
a 37-36-72 over the 35-35 70 par
course.
The win avenged a 14H-lUi loss
to the Redskins early in the season
on the Oxford Country Club
course, the site of the Mid-American Conference golf championships
May 22 and 23.

Perry Lamiing. whose 78 averuge placed him second on the team
last year shot a 37-37-74, one
of his best scores this year.
Joe Ungvary with 77, Jim llernickc with 78, and Wade Case
and Dick Tattersall followed with
7!t's.
Tho Falcon record is now 7-0
for the season, while Miami is 5-3.

Phi Delta Theta managed only
three first places in the annual
interfraternlty track meet, but
still managed to run away from
the field, totaling 38 tt points to
runner-up Delta Tau Delta's 23V4.
The Stadium Club took top honors
for the independents, Thursday
night, as they piled up 40 points,
placing them far out in front of
second place Kohl Hall.
Bowers of Delta Tau Delta nailed down first place in the 440yard dash, followed by Larry
Woods of Sigma Chi, and Ken
Roy of Delta Upsilon. Chuck DeBracey won the 100-yard dash for
Tau Kappa Epsilon in :10.7. Dick
Hunt and Jack Whittaker, running
for the Delta and Sigma Chi, respectively, took second and third.
Jim Zak of Phi Delta Theta upset last year's 880 winner, Fred
Churchill, in the comparatively
slow time of 2:15.1. Dick Smith
of Alpha Tau Omega finished
third.
Hunt won the 220-yard dash for
the Delts. Bruce Mauk. ATO, and
Arch Tunnell, Phi Dolt, placed
second and third.
Swartr. of Sigma Chi was the
only double winner in the night's
activities, as he won thr mile run
and the high jump. He was pushed
by Bob Meats. Phi Delt, and Ed
(ioldthwaitc, also Phi Delt. In the
high jump, Churchill took n second and Bill Shuck, ATO. enptur
ed third.
Larry Baker, TKK, tossed the
shot 40'3" to win the event, with
Ron Isgro and Ken Fink, both
Phi Dells, taking second und third
spots.
Clyde rTnderle raptured the
third Phi Delt first, leaping 19'6"
to win the broad jump. Warren of
ATO and Burr, Theta Chi, took
the runner-up honors.
The final totals showed the Phi

Delta with 38v, points; Delta Tau
Delta, 23 H; Sigma Chi, 17; Tau
Tau Kappa Epsilon, 16; Alpha
Tau Omega, 10 H; and Delta Upsilon and Theta Chi with 8 each.
The Stadium Club with three
first places and Rodgers Quadrangle with two, paced the independent meet.
Three records fell in the meet,
two by Andy Privitera of the Stadium t'lub. He placed first in both
the dashes, breaking the tape at
:10.6 in the 100 and :24.0 in the
220. The other record was set by
Mel Turner of Rodgers aa he
finished the 880-yard run in
2:11.9.

segalls
Aero., from Muelc Building

Store Your Winter
Wardrobe, Only $1.95
Why carry all your heavy
coals, sweaters, wool skirls,
formats, etc., home only to
carry them all back next
lalL
They will be cleaned and
moth-proofed and hung In
our air conditioned vault.
Freehly pressed and finished when you return.
Pay Next FalL

segalls
Acrou from Mutlc BuUdlaf

HELP WANTED?
WHY TAKE CHANCES: EXPERIENCED ATTENDANTS WILL
HELP YOU WITH YOUR LAUNDRY.
Do-It-Youraelf

LAUNDRY
9 Pound Load Washed
and Fluff Dried

.

.55c

Reg. Price 65c

We will do your laundry for yo«
. . . while yoa shop ... for Me extra

You
can
light either end I

FREE SOAP!
NO TIME LIMIT ON OUR DRYERS!

Get satisfying flavor...So friendly to your taste!

DRY CLEANING
•

1*

SUITS
•

PLAIN DRESSES
•

PANTS

• SWEATERS

PLAIN SKIRTS
BLOUSES

TOPCOATS

• SHIRTS

• LIGHT JACKETS

e

65

Shoes and Zippers Repaired
PICKUP AND DELIVERY

College Laundromat
& Cleaners
115 East Court

Phone 5451

:

/

NO FLAT
"FILTERED-OUT" :
FLAVOR

See how Pall Mall's famous length of fine
tobacco travels and gentles the smokemakes it mild—but does not filter out
that satisfying flavor!

NteeNO
DRY
NO DRY ••'••:;~~1

• "SMOKED-OUT" •
V
TASTE!
MERE'S WHY SMOKE "TRAVELED' THROUGH FINE TOBACCO TASTES BEST

Outstanding...
and they ore Mild 1

You get Pall Mall's
famous length of the
finest tobaccos
money can buy.
O »• I. Co.

-».
j
f
™™
r

Pall Mall's famous
length travels and
gentles the smoke
naturally...

_
J
^j
^

Travels it over,
under, around and
through Pall Mall's
fine tobaccos!
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Alpha Chi, PiKA Win

Creason Wins Art Show Honors
In Eighth Annual Student Exhibit

Annual Chariot Race

Carol Creason, senior art
major in the Colleges of Liberal Arts and Education,
took top honors in the eighth
annual Student Art Exhibit
that opened Sunday in the
Pine Art* Bid?. The exhibit will be
open on week days from 8 a.m. to
B p.m., and on Saturdays and Sundays from 2 to 5 p.m. until Sunday, June 7.
Miss
Creason
received
six
awards in the show, including the
Faculty Award for the outstanding
awards in the show, incdldinfr the
Faculty Award for the outstanding art student, the Delta Phi
Delta Award for the exhibit's
single outstanding work, the Federal Mutual Savings and Loan
Association Purchase Award for
tht best local scene, first place
Photo by H*rq«
in oil painting, and honorable menNANCY LEMASTERS. CM Otnsaa. csntsr. rslgns ovsr lbs Kappa Sigma
tions in drawing and oils.
Charloi Rao. as lbs 1959 Vsnus with hsr court Bunnl YunU, Trsadway, loft,
Robert Archambeau.
Ronald and Martha Slodahl. Delta Gamma, right Marian Mills, far left, last ysar's Vsnus.
Gibson, John Pimlott, Frank Zam- prsssntsd Mlu Lsmastsrs with a trophy,
check, and John Zeilman were
close behind MiBs Creason with
three to five awards each. Gibson
also received the Faculty Award
for the outstanding art student,
and Archambeau and Zamcheck
received special faculty mention
main Guisinger, Patricia Hana
WAKAN HONORS SENIOHS
for their work. The Bowling Green
WAKAN, the annual picnic wait, Patricia Hartman, Toni
Hanking Company Purchase
l.accy. Judy Pierson, Sue Powell,
Awards for outstanding waterco- honoring senior members of the
lors went to Tom llaverfield and Women's Intramural Association, Gertrude Robertson, Alexa Rucker,
Sue Schoenbergcr, James Thompwill be held at Side Cut Park in
ilarhara Fausey.
son, and Jeannettc Van Scoyoc.
Of the 7B1I entries submitted, Maumee, tomorrow from 4:30 to
In addition to scholastic require149 were selected to be used in 9 p.m.
ments, the initiates were required
the exhibit, and 63 winners were
The picnic gets its name from
to write an original essay in
chosen In the categories of cera- a ceremony in which the senior
French and read it at the meeting
mics, design, drawing, metalwork, members walk on over a hill with
prior to the initiation.
oils, prints, sculturc, watercolor, a lighted torch, stated Mary Ellen
gouache, and tempera.
I,euly, WIA president. In addition
HONORARY HOLDS PICNIC
Ribbon winners were as follows. to this ceremony, the new officers
Sigma Tau Delta. English honCeramics: John Tisler, first; will be installed.
orary, will hold its annual picnic
Robert Archambeau, second; RoThe picnic is being planned by
bert Mazur, third; Roy Kerscher,
from 4:JO to 7:80 p.m. Thursday,
the
newly
elected
officers:
Mary
William Shollenhcrger, and Jack
Ellen I-euty, president; Nancy nt Urschcl Pond.
Ktcinirkc, honorable mentions.
Combine, vice-president; Donna
Newly elected officers of the
Three-dimensional design: Peter Kubanks, secretary; Karen Nelson,
honorary are Beth Mendzcr, preTodd, first; Merle Hummed, sec- treasurer; Jan Black, publicity
ond; Judy Case, third; and Joe chairman; Barbara Hart, historian;
sident; Mark Lore, vice-president;
Allen and Amy I-rmnicrbrock, ho- Sue Collins, photographer; and
Sally Smith, treasurer; and Kate
norable mentions.
Becky Smith, social chairman.
Ruda, secretary.
Two-dimensional design: Geotm
Approximately 100 to 160 memKoch, first; Peter Todd, second; bers are expected to attend. Miss
Frank Zamcheck, third and hon- Dorothy I,eudtke is adviser to the
orable mention; and John Hum- group.
mel, honorable mention.
TRI BETA INSTALLATION
Drawing: Hill Jenkins, first;
Robert Arrhnmbeiiu, second; BarAnna Mitchell, outgoing presibara Doane, third; and David Cay- dent of Beta Beta Beta, national
ton and Carol Creason, honorable biology honorary, will conduct the
mentions.
installation of new officers at
Metalwork: John Zeilman, first; 7 p.m. tomorrow in 300 Moseley
Paul Harvey and Ted Hummer, Hall. Installed will be Nadia Ami
second; Jack Stcinickc, third; and ritah, president; Gvrald Levy, vice
Alice Driftmyer, James McDonald, president; Betty Bruck, secretary;
R. E. Mengerink, and Dona Bat Carol Bishman, treasurer and Julie
Whittnker, honorable mentions.
Cole, historian.
Oils: John Pimlott and Carol
BETA PI THETA INITIATION
Creason, first; Jane Duchac, third;
Beta Pi Theta, French honorary,
and Carol Creason and Thomas
initiated 12 new members ThursSiefke, honorable mentions.
Prints: Esther Scraggy, first; day in the Capital Room of the
Judith DcMars and John Hummel, Union. The initiation, held entirely
second; and Judith DeMars, Esth- in French, was conducted by this
er Scroggy, Frank Zamcheck, and year's officers. They include Evron
John Zeilman, honorable mentions. Collins, president; Elisabeth Roof,
vice-president;
Carol
Harmon,
Sculpture: Ronuld Gibson, first;
treasurer; Mary Ellen Pratt, senFrank Zamcheck, second; Clartinelle, and Dr. Cecil Rew, faculty
ence Mason, third; and Ronald
Gibson, Richard Leibold, and John adviser.
The following persons were iniZeilman, honorable mentions.
Watercolor, gouache, and tem- tiated : Thomas Ginssman, Charpera: Tom Havcrfield, first; Clarence Berg, second; Robert Archambeau, third; and Joe Mentesano
and John Pimlott, honorable mentions.

Clubs And Meetings

Pi Kappa Alpha and Alpha Chi
Omega were the first place winners in the Kappa Sigma annual
Chariot Race, Saturday. The Pikes
were also last year's race winners. PiKA set a new record of
7.6 seconds over a 76-yard course.
The Alpha Chi's ran a 50-yard
course in 6.6 seconds.
Delta Tau Delta waa second in
the race in the men's division with
Sigma Nu third. Chi Omega was
second in the women's division and
Mooney Hall third.
Alpha Chi took double honors
by placing first in the chariot decoration contest, in the women's
division. Delta Gamma was second, with ChiO third.
Phi Kappa Tau was first place
winner in the men's division, with
Phi Delta Thcta second, and Alpha
Tau Omega third.

Photo BT Hor^o
"MOONEY MOTHERS'' w»r« honored bj ihoir dauqhMra at a banqu-t
Saturday as part of th» Moih-r't Day (•»ti»iii«m. A ipoaktn and •nlortainmtnt
woro foaturad. Th»y also atlondod Iho Kappa Sigma chariol racot. Cyrano do
Bvrqorac.'' and aflor hours dorm parttss.

"Cyrano"

Founders Open House
Schedules New Time

(Continued from page 1)
failed to be the young, faltering
man in love.
Ron 0'I.eary had a role very
much different than the ones he
has portrayed in past productions
on campus, and proved that his
acting ability exceeds playing
slightly bewildered, but nevertheless intense, haby-faced young
men. As the "good little soul"
Ragueneau, O'Leary was the ideal
faithful, unassuming, simple minded pastry cook.
Lou Bove, as the villian De
Guiche, was helieveable, but he
seems to he more at ease in comic
roles, and is definitely more entertaining. Dave Smalley stood
out in a very small part at the heginning of the play, showing once
again that he is no inexperienced
newcomer to the theatre, and
Michael Fink, who is a newcomer
to the major productions, should
1H' called
upon again soon to
handle a larger role. And isn't his
voice similar to Rex McGraw's!
David Busser made the most of
a small part, also.
John Hcpler's sets were his
usual fine quality adding much
to the production but never over
shadowing the actors and the play,
while the costuming captured the
splendor of the dress in 17th century France.

;

The time of Founders Quadrangle's open house on May 17,
formerly scheduled from 3 to 6
p.m., has been changed from 2 to
5 p.m.

Pins To Aans
■haw*

Diane (trigger. Alpha Xi Delta,
to Anthony Gregorc, Phi Gamma
Delta, Miami University.

» We're Moving » » »

Home Laundry and
Dry Cleaners
Will soon be at a new and better location

We Will Offer A Convenient
Drive-In Service
Plus our regular tine work on all your clothe*

Our New Address Will Be
110 WEST POE ROAD
Just off Main Street and the North End of Town

Vou Will Still Be Able To Save
On All Bundles Over $1.00
Cash and Carry

THiNKLlSH

What's The Word
In Alum Circles
l.ouis (Seller, '58, an alumnus
of Sigma Chi, is vice-president in
charge of sales for the H. J.
Keller Co., Newark, N.J.

THE
WOOSTER SHOP

f

i

°o//iA;

425 E. Wooster Si.

English: SLOW-WITTED BASEBALL. PLAYER

Thinkiiih trnnnimtion: The guys who patrol the fences on this man's
team include a slugger (cloutfielder), a braggart (shoutfielder) and a
sorehead {poutfidder)— reading from left field to right. The clod in
question—a loutfielder—raxtAy breaks into the Line-up. He thinks
RBI is the second line of an eye chart. But he's no doubtfidder when
it comes to smoking. He goes all out for the honest taste of fine
tobacco ... the unforgettable taste of a Lucky Strike!

HOW TO
MAKE 25
Take a word - -institution, for example.
With it, you can make an aquarium
(/institution), a bowling alley (pinstitution), a fireworks factory (dinstitution)
or a saloon (ginatitution). That's Thinklish—and it's that easy! We're paying
$25 for the Thinklish words judged best
—your check's itching to go! Send your
words to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt.
Vemon, N.Y. Enclose your name, address, university and class.

p

Ot|C£
STATE

For

PHONE 30512
For
Pizza To Go
from 8:30 to midnight

your PIZZA will be
delivered free of
charge.
Wlih every S orders. 1 small slu
plaaa will be atT*O. Wnh nary
10 orders. 1 medium plaaa wm
be «ITM h—-

PETTI'S
Alpine Village Restaurant
Closed Monday

B. G. S. U

Get the genuine article

Jackets
Sweat Shirts
T-Shirts

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE

TNnkKtfc: COPITAUSM
■McV»«o«w». •»">*"" "•
Polish: OANCINQ

STEER

tnglish. STINOINQ VEIN

Polo Shirts

:

All new and at new price*

Many New Gift
items also
ThWcBsh: BUU.EWNA

Open evenings all 10 P.M.

MM .ILUAM. KOMI. !««■

117 K Main K
C* '■«».

j

nW[Klh:

SMARTERV

^OOT MMCS. ilKO.im «'««

C0LU

Product oj USm»MmWtmuWm jSmkmwtSm/tmtm — <Jo6<tcro is our middle name

Constitution Drawn For Establishment Of AMS
ARTICLE 1
NMM
The name of this organization shall be the Association of Men
Students of Bowline; Green State University, which, for the purpose
of abbreviation, shall be known as A.M.S.
ARTICLE II
Section 1 Safeguard* for Other Governing Bodies of Maa Students
The Interfraternity Council and other agencies subsidiary to
this body shall be specifically exempted from the jurisdiction of
the Executive Board of the A.M.S. with respect to their internal
affairs, programs and responsibilities under their respective constitutions, charters, and plans of organisation as approved by the
President of the University. The purpose of this section is to safeguard the above-named major men's governing body and its subsidiaries from any encroachment whatsoever upon their internal
governments, programs, and activities. Conversely, the jurisdiction
of the Association of Men Students and its agencies, established
by the Constitution, shall be free from Interference on the part
of other major student governing bodies, insofar as powers and
responsibilities are herein delegated to the Association of Men
Students, officers, and agencies.
Section 2. Derivation of Authority
The derivation of Authority will be found in Article II of
the Grant of Powers for Student participation in University Government at Bowling Green State University.
ARTICLE III
Purpose*
The Association of Men Students organized in l°57-68, has
among its purposes the giving of assistance to the University
in carrying on activities designed to improve the social and academic life of men students, promoting leadership, character, scholarship, and service among University men, assisting in the University s Residence Hall Program, promoting better understanding
between faculty and students, and aiding freshmen and transfer
students in becoming adjusted to campus life. The Dean of Men
is adviser.
ARTICLE IV
Aims
The aims of the Association of Men Students are as follows:
(1). To promote better understanding and a friendly spirit
among the men students through the use of social
functions.
(2) To aid and assist all freshmen and transfer students in
becoming adjusted to their new life at Bowling Green
State University. This is to be accomplished through
cooperation with the Dean of Students and the Dean
of Hen.
(3) To aid and assist the University in carrying on such
activities as might be suggested to improve the social
or academic lite of the University men.
(4) To promote leadership, character, scholarship, and service among the men of the University and to make
proper awards where desirable for outstanding achievement in these categories.
(6) To further the interests of the Residence Hall Program
at Bowling Green State University, to aid and assist
such residence hill units in every way possible through
tho recognition of the important part which these residence units play in college life.
(6) To promote better understanding between faculty and
students of Bowling Green State University.
(7) To assist in the correlation of all men's activities on
the campus through the sponsoring of clubs or organizations for which there is a need and to work with all
the officers and members of campus groups, both men
and women, in order that the entire program of the
University might be benefited.
(8) To uphold the University in maintaining its high ideals
and high standard in order that all who are, or have
been in the past, associated with this Institution may
foint to it with pride and honor,
o study and recommend to the Student Council and the
Dean ot Students, such legislation and/or policies deemed necessary for the furthering of the purposes of this
Constitution.
ARTICLE V
Membership and Dues
Section 1. Membership
All men students enrolled at Bowling Green State University arc
members of the Association of Men Students.
Section 2. Dues
The dues of the Association of Men Students shall be fifty cents
per member for each semester that he is enrolled at the University,
excluding Summer School. Dues will be collected at the beginning
of each semester through the Business Office of the University.
ARTICLE VI
Legislative And Executive Powers And Responsibilities
Section 1. Legislative Branch
The legislative branch of the A.M.S. shall be known as the
Council of Men Students; and it shall consist of the following:
tho President, Executive Vice President, Administrative Vice
President, Secretary, and Trasurer of the Association of Men
Students; the President of the Inter-fraternity Council and the
Chairman of the Inter-resldence Hall Council; one representative
per social fraternity; one representative per one hundred independent men in each University residence hall; and one representative per one hundred off-campus independent men students. The
Council of Men Students shall never exceed a total of forty
members. In the event any one man shall qualify for more than
one membership of the Council of Men Students as listed above,
the total membership of the Council of Men Students shall
be reduced accordingly during the incumbancy of such a man. The
Council of Men Students may enact legislation or take action
by resolution:
(1) To develop men's spirit and loyalty to the University.
(2) To insure the sound business practices of the officers
of the A.M.S.
(3) To etablish and govern the activities of any committees
composed of its own members as the Council may sec
fit for expediting its work.
(4) To appropriate the funds of the A.M.S. in order that
they be used for programs and activities which will
implement the purposes of the Association.
The Council of Men Students shall exercise all legislative functions of the A.M.S. under the provisions of this Constitution, and the
Council shall restrict itself to legislative matteis. Actions and
measures of the Council of Men Students are valid only when
consummated by a majority of the Council at regular meetings
held in accordance with the provisions of this Constitution.
Section 2. Executive Br#xach
The Executive Branch of the A.M.S. shall be known as the
Executive Board, and it shall consist of the following: the President, Executive Vice President, Administrative Vice President,
Secretary, and Treasurer of the Association of Men Students; the
President of the Inter-fraternity Council; the Chairman of the
Men's Inter-Residence Hall Council; one member at large from
the Council of Men Students, elected by the Council; and the Dean
of Men who will also serve as adviser to all meetings of the Council
of Men Students. The Executive Vice President will serve as
Chairman of the Board. The Executive Board has the following
responsibilities and authority:
(1) To establish and approve an agenda for all regularly
scheduled meetings of the Council of Men Students.
(2) To approve the nominations by the Administrative Vice
President for all Committee Chairmanships, and to
hear all reports of Committees before they are submitted
to the Council of Men Students.
(3) To review all proposals of members of the Council of
Men Students and submit them to the proper committee
for action. In the event that a proposal is of the nature
that it does not apply to any existing committee or subcommittee, the Executive Board itself shall take action
as it sees fit.
(4) To take action in the event that problems of an emergency nature arise and there is not time to call a
regular meeting of the Council of Men Students; such
action to be liable for subsequent review at the next
meeting of the Council of Men Students.
(6) To make recommendations related to the A.M.S. general
policy and administrative practice to the Council of
Men Students and to the President of the A.M.S.
ARTICLE VII
Officers
Section 1. Officers and Terms of Office
The officers of the Association of Men Students shall be
President, Executive Vice President. Administrative Vice President,
Secretary, and Treasurer. These shall be elected each Spring to
serve for a term of one year which shall begin with the opening
of school in the following fall. No officer may succeed himself
in an office previously held.

Section 2. Responsibilities and Functions of Officers
a. The president of the Association of Men Students shall:
11) Preside over all meetings of the Council of Men Students.
2) Call special meetings of the Council of Men Students
or of the Executive Board whenever it Is deemed
necessary.
(3) Conduct the aforementioned meetings in accordance
with Roberts' Rules of Order.
(4) Deliver at the first regularly scheduled meeting of the
Council of Men Students, an address in which he states
his idea of the problems confronting the Association
of Men Student and the most expedient method of
handling these problems.
(5) Appoint a Sergeant-at-Arms to act as Parliamentarian
of the Council of Men Students.
(6) Represent the men students of Bowling Green State
University at all ceremonial functions.
(7) Exemplify, to the best of his ability, those attributes
and characteristics that are in accord with the ideals
and traditions of Bowling Green State University.
b. The Executive Vice President shall:
(1) Preside over all meetings of the A.M.S. Executive
Board.
(2) Call special meetings of the A.M.S. Executive Hoard
whenever he deems it necessary.
(3) Perform all duties and responsibilities of the President
of the A.M.S. during periods when the President is
incapacitated for reasons of illness, or when he is deleSsted to do so by the President of the A.M.S.
erve as a general assistant to the President of the
A.M.S. by giving the President any assistance that
may be required.
(5) Exemplify, to the best of his ability, the attributes
anil characteristics that are in accord with the ideals
and traditions of Bowling Green State University.
c. The Administrative Vice President shnll:
(1) Be responsible to the President for the functions of
the Standing Committees.
(2) Appoint, at the beginning of each school year, the
chairman of the Standing Committees.
(3) Be a member ax officio of all the Standing Committees.
(I) Exemplify, to the best of his ability, those attribute
and characteristics that are in accord with the ideals
and traditions of Bowling Green State University.
d. The Secretary of the A.M.S. shall:
(1) Send written notification of all meetings of the Council
of Men Students or the Executive Hoard to all members
at least five duys prior to the meetings of these rcsfective bodies,
ondurt roll call and maintain a permanent record of
attendance of the members of the Council of Men
Students and the Executive Board of the A.M.S.
(3) Record the minutes of the meetings of the Council of
Men Students and the Executive Hoard of the A.M.S.
and maintain a permanent record of each set of minutes.
(4) Distribute a cony of the minutes of the meetings of
the Council of Men Stutlents and the Executive Board
to all members of the Council of Men Students, to the
Dean of Men, and to the President of the University.
(5) Conduct all official correspondence of the A.M.S.;
maintain custody of the correspondence files and other
records of the A.M.S.; and shall turn these records over
to the succeeding Secretary in good condition with all
material brought up to date.
e. The Treasurer of the A.M.S. shall:
(1) Be responsible for submitting a budget for the year of
his term to the Executive Hoard at the second regularly
scheduled meeting after the opening of school in the
fall of the Executive Board of the A.M.S.; the Board
in turn shall he responsible for accepting or rejecting
this proposed budget.
(2) Receive monthly reports from the Chairmen of the
Standing Committees and each officer showing the
expenditures of the previous month of each, and shall
further supervise these expenditures to insure a balanced budget.
(3) Be empowered to supervise, in ronjuction with the
Executive Board, any expenditures which may be necessary before a budget for the year of his term of office
hns been approved by the Executive Board.
(I) Prepare a summary financial report for each regular
meeting of the Council of Men Students.
Section 3. Vacancies in Office
Should there occur a vacancy in any one of the offices of the
A.M.S., except that of the presidency which shall be filled by the
Executive Vice President, the President shall direct the Nominations Board to nominate two candidates from the Council of Men
Students for the office. At a meeting to be held within ten days
of the announcement by the Nominations Hoard of the candidates,
the Council of Men Students shall elect one of the nominated
candidates.
ARTICLE VIM
Standing Committees
There shall he four standing committees. These committees
and their functions arc as follows:
(1) Ways and Means Committee
a. To act as a clearing house for all amendments
and changes to the by-laws.
b. To establish an annual budget.
(2) Special Events Committee
a. To propose special events and/or activities for
approval.
b. To formulate the general procedures for carrying
out special events and/or activities proposed.

For Spring
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(3)

(4)

Public Relations Committee
a. To publicize all information pertinent to men
students through such media as bulletins, memos,
and newspapers,
h. To publicize meetings and meeting places to
persons concerned.
Inter-residence Hall Committee
a. To review Residence Hall i ules and regulations
and to recommend to the A.M.S. changes and additions to existing rules.
b. To promote inter-residence hall activities.
c. To review, establish, and maintain a uniform
system of internal Residence Hall government to
meet the needs of Increased student participation
in University affairs.
d. The members of this committee shall be the
Men's Residence Halls' Chairmen.

ARTICLE IX
Meetings
Section 1. Council of Men Students
The Council of Men Students shall hold one meeting per
month during the months of September, October, November,
December, January, February, March, April, and May. These meetings shall be held on the days and at the times specified by the
Executive Board of the A.M.S. which shall meet during the first
week of school to adopt such a schedule. Special meetings of the
Council of Men Students may be called by the President whenever
he deems it necessary. A written notice of meetings shall be sent
to each member of the Council at least five days prior to the regular
or special meeting; this notice will be sent to the members' University address.
The Council of Men Students may establish rules and regulations governing the conduct of its own meetings provided these
rules are in good taste and meet with the approval of the Council
of Men Students adviser. Except as provided by these aforesaid
rules and regulations and by the provisions of this Constitution, the
meeting of the Council of Men Students shall be held in accordance with Roberts' Rules of Order, the most revised edition, covering plenary sessions of legislative bodies. Should an emergency
situation arise, the Council votes for such a move and it meets with
the approval of the Adviser to the Council of Men Students.
Section 2. Executive Board
The Executive Board shall meet at least three days prior to
each meeting of the Council of Men Students, as specified in
Section 1, but this meeting shall be no more than seven days prior
to the meeting of the Council. The Board shall also meet at least
three days after each meeting of the Council of Men Students,
as specified in Section 1, but this meeting shall be no more than
seven days after the meeting of the Council. The Hoard shall also
hold a meeting during the first week of school in September, M
was specified in Section 1. Special meetings of the Executive
Board may be called by tho Executive Vice President of the A.M.S.
whenever he deems it necessary. A written notice of meetings shall
be sent to each member of the Executive Board at his University
address at least five days prior to each regular or special meeting.
The Executive Board shall conduct its meetings by the samo rules
governing the Council of Men Student, as specified in Section 1.
ARTICLE X
Checks and Balances
Section 1. Veto Power
The President of the A.M.S. may set aside any legistlation
of the Council of Men students by submitting a written veto to
the Secretary within ten days after its ennctment by the Council.
However, the Council of Men Students may enact legislation, notwithstanding the veto by the President of the A.M.S., by a twothirds vote of its full membership at the time that the legislation
was originally passed by the Council; this is to be done at tho
next regular scheduled meeting of the Council of Men Students.
Section 2. Impeachment
The Council of Men Students may at any regularly scheduled
meeting vote to require a report or explanation, or both, of any
action by an officer of A.M.S., the Executive Board of A.M.S., or
one of the Standing Committees. Should the Council of Men
Students desire to impeach any officer of the A.M.S., the Articles
of Impeachment, setting forth the reasons alleged for impeachment,
shall be signed by at least five members of the Council of Men
Students and presented to the accused officer at least ten days
prior to the regularly scheduled meeting of the Council, at which
meeting, the accused shall be permitted to make full defense of
his actions, presenting witnesses and documentary evidence for
this purpose. In all cases of impeachment, tho Council of Men
Students shall act as a court of impeachment, with nn officer
of the A.M.S. selected by the Council, other than the accused,
presiding and with the Adviser to the Council of Men Students
serving as adviser to the court of impeachment. When, in the
judgement of the Council of Men Students, the accused officer is
guilty of specific acts inimical to the honor or integrity of the
University or obstructive to the A.M.S. as authorized by this
Constitution, the Council of Men Students may, by a two-thirds
vote of its full membership at the time of the impeachment trial,
impeach and remove from office any officer of the A.M.S.
ARTICLE XI
Nominations and Elections
Section 1. Nominations Board
The Nominations Board shall consist of the Administrative
Vice President, who will act as Chairman; the Chairman of the
Standing Committees; three members elected by the Council of
Men Students from the Council; the Dean of Men, who will act
as Adviser.
The Board will nominate for the offices of the A.M.S. There
shall be five nominees for the offices of President, Executive Vice
President and Administrative Vice President; three nominees
for the office of Secretary; and three nominees for the office of
Treasurer. Any man who is not an officer or representative to
tho Council of Men Students at the time of the nominations, and
who desires to be nominated for the above named, must place his
name before the Board at the time that shall be announced, if
he wishes to be considered for nomination. The Board shall announce the names of the nominees two weeks prior to the day of
elections. To be considered for nomination, a man must have a
2.35 cumulative point average; must have satisfactorily completed
fifty academic hours at the University; and must have a satisfactory record in the Office of the Dean of Men.
Section 2. Elections
Elections of the officers of the A.M.S. shall be on the day
when the student government elections are held, and shall be the
responsibility of the Student Elections Board. The man with the
highest plurality of votes of the five nominated shall be elected
President; the man with the second highest plurality shall be
elected Executive Vice President: and the man with the third highest plurality shall be elected Administrative Vice President. The
man with the highest plurality of votes of the three nominated for
Secretary shall be elected; and the man with the highest pluraliy
of votes of the three nominated for Treasurer shall be elected.
The election of representatives to the Council of Men Students,
said representatives stated in Article VII, shall be the responsibility of the reidence hall and the social fraternity in each case;
and the election of the off-campus representative shall be the
responsibility of the Administrative Vice President of the A.M.S.,
who will receive petitions for nominations with at least five
signatures of off-campus independent men students within ten days
of the opening of school in the fall. He will then mail ballots to
each off-campus independent male student within ten days after
he has received the nominations; and the men with the highest
number of votes shall be elected. All members of the Council of
Men Students shall serve for a term of one academic year.
ARTICLE XII
Bills and Proposals
Section 1. Submitting Bills and Proposals
Only members of the Council of Men Students may present
a bill or proposal to the Council. Should any other man desire
to present some measure, he should have his representative to the
Council present it for him, and the man that originated the
measure may speak in its behalf to the Council. All bills and
proposals must be submitted in writing to the Secretary of the
Council of Men Students before the meeting at which the measure is to be considered. At the appropriate time, the bill or
Broposal will be read by the Secretary to the Council. If the
ouncil Is favorable to the bill, it will vote by majority that the
bill or proposal be sent to the proper Committee for consideration,
a report, and > finalized form. Should the bill fail to receive this
majority, it dies, if the Council of Men Students approves a bill
by the majority vote, it must be sent to the Committee. A threefourths vote by the Council and the approval of the Adviser are
necessary to waive the Committee requirements.
(Continued on page 8)
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Open Installation Is Thursday
For New Student Body Officers
Former BG Dean's
Address Highlights
AWS Annual Affair
The highlight of the annual Association of Women Students' senior
breakfast will be an address by
Mrs. Ray Barber, former dean of
women at the University. She will
speak on the role of women in the
world.
The breakfast will bo hold in
the Doogwood Suite of the University Union at 9 a.m. Saturday, according to Judith Pierson, cochairman of the event.
Following tradition, the remainder of the program will be conducted by members of Cap and
Gown, women's honorary society.
Virginia Weadock, Cap and Gown
president, will reminisce about the
last four years at Bowling Green.
Tin- future of the graduates will
be discussed by Mary Jo Aufderlu'idr. The Alpha XI Delta quartet,
consisting of l.indn Gee, Mary Ann
Sockridcr. Joyce Kvans, and Patrick Ensign, will entertain.
A farewell to Id- graduates will
be given by Mrs. Jesse J. Currier,
dean of women, and Delight Thompson will give u reatling. The program will be concluded with group
singing led by Linda Gee.
Korecn Stahl is co-chairman of
the breakfast, and Janet Stash is
program chairman.

The installation of new Student
Body officers will take place
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the Dogwood Suite of the Union and is
open to the public.
At 0 p.m., a banquet will be held
honoring the incoming and outgoing officers. Those in attendance
will be the old and new members
of the Student Council and Deans
Florence Currier, Wallace W.
Taylor, Lloyd A. Helms, and Elden
T. Smith.
Honored gueata arc Dr. and Mrs.
Ralph W. McDonald, and Mrs.
Sara Biggs.
Also present will be Martin,
Schullcr, parliamentarian of the
Student Council.
Following the ceremony, there
will be a short meeting of the
Student Council.
During the interim period Bincc
their election, the new Student
llody officers have been studying
past procedures of tho Council,
sitting in on Council meetings, and
acquainting themselves with their
duties as listed in the Student
Handbook.

Voskuil Will Speak
During Cobus Hour
"America and the World Problems Facing Us" will be the Cobus
Hour topic presented by Harmon
Voskuil, associate professor of
economics, tomorrow at 3:30 p.m.
in tho Alumni Room of the Union.

(Continued from page 6)
Section 2. Passage of Bills a«l Proposals
The various committees will receive the bills and proposals
submitted to, and approved by, the Council of Men Students. The
Committee has a maximum of thirty days to prepare the bill in
final form and make ready a report on it. Should the Committee
decide that the bill or proposal does not merit consideration by
the Conncil, it may so report and refuse to present the bill or
proposal. Should a member of the Council move to force the bill
or proposal onto the floor of the Conncil, this motion must receive
a two-thirds vote to be passed. In the event that by the vote of the
Council the bill or proposal is forced onto the floor of the Council,
it must be considered in its original form as first presented to the
Council. Any bill or proposal, whether it comes from the Executive
Bosrd, one of the Committees, or is forced onto the floor of the
Council of Men Students, must be passed by a majority vote of
the Conncil to be passed on to the President of the A.M.S. to be
enacted. It comes into effect immediately after the President signs
it
ARTICLE VIII
Amendment,

nnd By-Law.

Section 1. Amt.dm.nlr
To amend any part of this Constitution, the proposed amendment must be submitted to the Executive Board. A proposal to
amend the Constitution must come from a member of the Council
of Men Sudents. The Board will consider the proposed amendment, prepare a report on it, end either submit it to the Council
of Men Students for consideration or refuse to submit it to
the Council. Either action must come within thirty days of the
date the proposed amendment was submitted to the Executive
Board. Should the proposed amendment fail to pass through the
Executive Board, it dies. Should the Executive Board be favorable
to the proposed amendment, it will submit the amendment, along
with a report, to the Council of Men Students. To become enacted
the proposed amendment must receive a three-fourths vote of
the Council. The new amendment must be approved by the Adviser
and the President of the University and will go into effect immediately after it is approved. In the event that any amendment is
unacceptable to the members of the A.M.S., a Petition of Reconsideration, including the signatures of at least one hundred members
may be submitted to the President of the A.M.S. within thirty
days afer the Amendment came into effect. Upon receipt of
this petition, the President will proclaim the new amendment in
a state of suspension, and call a meeting of the Council of Men
Students to be held within seven days of the receipt of the petition. At this meeting, the men who submitted the Petition of
Reconsideration may present their case and the Council of Men
Students shall vote again on the Amendment; the results of this
vote to supersede the result of the original vote on the amendment
by the Council of Men Students.
Section 2. By-Laws
Any member of the Council of Men Students may propose a
By-Law, or amendment to a By-Law, of this Constitution. Tin.
proposal shall be submitted to the Ways and Means Committee
after the Council has given the proposal the majority vote necessary for any proposal concerning the By-Laws of this Constitution
to be considered by the Committee. The Ways and Means Committee must report to the Council of Men Students its recommendations concerning the proposed change in the By-Laws within thirty
days afer the proposal was submitted to the Council. After hearing the Committee's report, the Council of Men Students shall
vote on the proposed change in the By-Laws. It will require a twothirds vote for the proposal to become enacted and included in the
By-Laws. It must also be approved by the Adviser and signed by
the President of the A.M.S. within ten days of its pasage by the
Council of Men Students. Should the President fail to sign the
proposed By-Law change as passed by the Council, the proposal
dies and must be introduced again to be reconsidered.
Section 3. Governing Rulo.
The governing rules of the A.M.S. shall take precedence in the
following order:
a. Grant of Powers
b. Constitution of the Student Body.
c. Constitution of the A.M.S. as amended.
d. By-Laws to the A.M.S. Constitution.
e. Bills duly passed by the Council of Men Students.
f. Motions duly passed by the Council of Men Students.

Union Features
2 Travel Flicks
"Travel Time, U.S.A.," presented by the special features committee, will include two films to
tie shown at 7 p.m. tomorrow in
the Grand Ballroom of the Union.
The two films will be "Points
Kast" and "A Massachusetts Holiday."
Only one more showing of
"Travel Time, U.S.A." is scheduled for this semester. Ron O'Leary,
entertainment department director,
saitl that the scries will be continued next semester because of the
good reception given the scries this
year.

Roaring 20's Music
Aired Over WBGU
"Music from the 20's" will be
featured on WBGU tonight from
8 to 9:30.
Staff announcer Barry Kistner
will present the program using
actual recordings of the "Roaring
20's" era. Commercial announcements use on radio during that
period will also be aired.
Kistner's recordings will be from
his own extensive collection and
from several Ohio radio stations.
The commercial announcements
were received from the CBS and
ABC radio networks.

STUDENT BOOK
EXCHANGE
"across from Ivy Hall"

Watch for our Opening Day
around the middle of
this month . . .

Daniels Article Printed
Hard-to-read term papers aggravate
your pro(. A fresh ribbon will add prestige
to you work. Our ribbons are always

Dr. Kdgar Daniels, assistant
professor of English, has published
»n article in the May issue of The
Explicator magazine about T. S.
Elliott's poem, "Gerontion."

fresh for all makes of portable or
standard machines. And cheap to—Juet 90c

Fraternities, Sororities,
and Dormitories
Order your crepe paper
and streamers for the
Spring Float Parade
soon and ■are.

Republican Press
134 E. Wooster

Phon* 5781

T.O.'s Campus
Corner
Ten CoUoto Variofr SMro

902 E. Wooeter
Across from Kohl Hall

We will pay the highest cash prices for your Books
whether they will be in use again or not .
We will also offer in the future...
A complete line of texts and supplies

